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Osmosis - 84%

Osmosis is an advanced automated market maker (AMM) protocol that allows developers to build
customized AMMs with sovereign liquidity pools. Built using the Cosmos SDK, Osmosis utilizes
Inter-Blockchain Communication (IBC) to enable cross-chain transactions. Osmosis allows users to
launch liquidity pools with unique parameters, like bonding curves and multi-weighted asset pools.
The incentive structure of Osmosis is also adaptable. Governance implements liquidity reward (LP)
rewards for specific pools, allowing for strategically targeted incentives.

Osmosis is a fair-launched, customizable automated market maker for interchain assets that allows
the creation and management of non-custodial, self-balancing, interchain token index similar to one of
Balancer. Inspired by Balancer and Sunny Aggarwal's 'DAOfying Uniswap Automated Market Maker
Pools', the goal for Osmosis is to provide the tools that extend the use of AMMs within the Cosmos
ecosystem beyond traditional token swap-type use cases.

Bonding curves, while having found its primary use case in decentralized exchange mechanisms, its
potential use case can be further extended through the customizability that Osmosis offers. Through
it, such custom-curve AMMs, dynamic adjustments of swap fees, multi-token liquidity pools–the AMM
can offer decentralized formation of token fundraisers, interchain staking, options market, and more
for the Cosmos ecosystem.

Whereas most Cosmos zones have focused their incentive scheme on the delegators, Osmosis
attempts to align the interests of multiple stakeholders of the ecosystem such as LPs, DAO members,
as well as delegators. One mechanism that is introduced is how staked liquidity providers have
sovereign ownership over their pools, and through the pool governance process allow them to adjust
the parameters depending on the pool’s competition and market conditions.

Osmosis is a sovereign Cosmos zone that derives its sovereignty not only from its application-specific
blockchain architecture, but also the collective sovereignty of the LPs that have aligned interest to
different tokens that they are providing liquidity for. Osmosis introduces the idea of an 'AMM as a



serviced infrastructure'. Fairly often, adjustment of the value function and a few additional parameters
are all that's needed to provide a highly-efficient, highly-accessible AMM for the majority of
decentralized financial instruments. By providing the ability for the creator of the pool to simply define
the bonding curve value function and reuse the majority of the key AMM infrastructure, the barrier to
creating a tailor-made and efficient automated market maker can be reduced.

As the Cosmos ecosystem has recently been growing at a significant pace, Osmosis has been one of
the leading forces of the growth and has notably almost doubled its TVL in the last month.

seed investment price N/A

current price $7.84

current market cap $1.46B

projects in the ecosystem

Liquid Driver - 76%
LiquidDriver is a liquidity mining dApp providing liquidity-as-a-service in the Fantom ecosystem. It
aims to bring its users more utility, rewards, and long-term benefits through the native token LQDR,
and ultimately become the leading liquidity-on-demand platform for dApps on the Fantom Opera
Mainnet. Its features include farms, allowing users to stake their SpiritSwap, SpookySwap, and
Beethoven-x LP tokens to earn LQDR as a reward, vault strategy, meaning LP tokens staked in the
protocol pools are deployed to strategy contracts and staked in their partners pools to generate yields,



which are then redistributed to xLQDR holders through the revenue-sharing Vault as weekly rewards in
the form of various tokens of the ecosystem. Other possible actions of the protocol users are lock
LQDR to generate xLQDR, the yield-producing vested version of LQDR, or burn LQDR to buy lottery
tickets and win a share of the jackpot prize, increasing at the same time the rate at which LQDR is
burned.

LiquidDriver aims to become a central piece of the Fantom DeFi ecosystem. They already partnered
with 3 leading DEXs on Fantom: SpiritSwap, SpookySwap and Beethoven-X. This collaboration is
useful for both the exchanges and LiquidDriver as it allows achieving different objectives, such as
increasing the TVL on the DEX while giving more utility to LQDR holders, reduce the inflation required
to incentivize new LPs, drive the liquidity where it’s needed, and provide xLQDR holders with weekly
yields in various tokens.

Following a first iteration, they launched a V2 model of on-demand liquidity-as-a-service, to incentivize
LPs for their partners, farm with funds staked in their pool, and redistribute the rewards to xLQDR
holders, and it has been a success. They now have started transitioning to V3 in several phases over
the Q1 of 2022. Next phases will introduce Shadow Farms - new more advanced strategies that
compound into staking, leveraged farming, new Beethoven-x pools and leveraged farming.

seed investment price N/A

current price $18.52

current market cap N/A

projects in the ecosystem OlympusDAO



RSS3 - 75%
In traditional web architecture, RSS is a protocol standard that allows applications to access updates
to websites in a standardized format. It allows users to keep track of many websites in a single
aggregator, removing the need to manually check each site. Derived from the best out of RSS, RSS3 is
an open protocol designed for content and social networks in the Web 3.0 era. In Web3 architecture,
there is no feed to receive updated information, and users have to check sites individually. Moreover,
more and more data is migrating across chains, requiring complex and cumbersome effort on behalf
of users and application developers to gather data from across each chain and its native wallets,
blockchain explorers, and applications in order to gather new information and track updates.

RSS3 is aggregating all of this data into one single feed, making it easy for Web3 developers and
users to keep track of many networks, assets, and events in one single feed. The goal of the team
behind it is to build RSS3 as a protocol with a high level of modularity, meaning all information or
content should and will be supported. This includes those that are already on a public or decentralized
network such as Ethereum, Solana, and Arweave; those that are structured in a federated way such as
Mastodon and Misskey; and those that are centralized but still open to giving users' back their data
such as Twitter. As long as the data is verifiable of ownership and that it is indexable, the RSS3
network will include it as part of the content environment. Additionally, the feed files are also open for
users and developers to make some configurations upon, which provides great flexibility.

RSS3 goes beyond aggregating. Currently, users or addresses are showing their assets in the most
primitive way. If you have 700 NFTs, then they will be displayed at once and the only options for the
viewers are most likely to be pricing or chronology orders. That's where RSS3 files come into play.
With the enhanced RSS3Hub (which will later turn into RSS3 nodes), assets across different networks
will be gathered, and users are able to control this index. They can choose to show or hide any asset,
and they are free to modify the order themselves.

In this sense, the team behind the RSS3 protocol has also been developing the Web3 Pass, allowing to
showcase the power of the protocol and for users to interact with their RSS3 files and show off their
cyber assets. They are gradually shipping more and more modules onto the Web3 Pass to show more
of what RSS3 can do and to inspire developers to do the same and even more. Anyone can start with



RSS3-based Web3 Pass easily with an existing Ethereum address which can be rewarded as the team
is thinking about airdropping a token for early Web3 Pass users.

seed investment price N/A

current price N/A

current market cap N/A

projects in the ecosystem


